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Abstract
We analyse the traditional board game the Game of the Goose. We are particularly interested in
the probability of the different players to win. We show that we can determine these probabilities
for up to six players. Our original motivation to investigate this game came from progress in
stochastic process theories which prompted us to ask ourselves whether those methods are capable
of dealing with well known probabilistic games. As these games have large state spaces, this is
not trivial. As a side effect we found that common wisdom about this game is not true.
1 Introduction
The Game of the Goose is a traditional board game. It comes in many variations and is commonly
known, especially in Europe [1]. Essentially, it has a number of fields and the goal for each player is to
be the first to reach the last field. Players move by throwing two dice and moving the indicated number
of spots forward. On their way to the goal each player can encounter several difficulties, among which
there are the well and the prison where they have to stay until released by another player.
In [5] the Game of the Goose is described as ‘historically the most important spiral game ever
devised’ and it is claimed that the game stems from the Italy of Francesco de Medici (1574-1587), but
similar games were already very popular in ancient history, especially among the Egyptians and the
Greek.
Typical for all variants of the Game of the Goose is that there are 64 fields and two or more
players. As the game is solely determined by throwing a pair of dice, no strategy is involved. Hence,
the probability for each player to win the game is completely determined. An obvious question is
whether one can determine these probabilities. That is the main issue of this paper.
Contrary to probabilistic games, the question to determine the winner in a strategy game has
always attracted a lot of attention. And although it is not (yet) known which player has a winning
strategy in the great games (chess, checkers, go), there are many strategy games for which this is
known. Examples are four-in-a-row (or connect-four) [7] and restricted versions of awari [4].
So, we set out to determine the winning probabilities for each player of the ‘Old Dutch’ variant of
the Game of the Goose (het oud-hollands ganzenbord), although even for this game there are different
sets of rules and we simply made an arbitrary choice among those. One of the aspects that we ignore
is the payment of a small fines (‘fiches’) that occur in some variants. The precise rules that we use are
described in section 2. A typical layout of the playing board is shown in figure 1.
The most straightforward way to determine the winning probabilities is by simulating the game
randomly a huge number of times and counting how often each player wins. We observed that conver-
gence of winning probabilities is slow, and it is hard to determine the exact precision of the obtained
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Figure 1: A Dutch version of the the Game of the Goose from appr. 1960
probabilities. But we used this technique to verify the outcomes that we obtained in the way described
below.
In this paper we calculate the probabilities by generating the complete state space of the game.
Each legitimate way to put the players on the board together with the information who has the next turn
constitutes a state. For each state and each player we introduce a variable expressing the probability to
win the game for that player in that state. By formulating the relations between these probabilities, we
get n linear equations among n variables, where n is the size of the state space. The number of states
grows exponentially with the number of players. For the game with two players, this n is around 4000
and for five players there are 885 million.
Using Mathematica [8] we can solve the two player game exactly and the three player game using
numeric approximation. The four player game could be solved using Matlab [3] with the induced
dimension reduction (IDR) method as an extension package [6]. We managed to solve the game for
five players with an ad-hoc fixed point algorithm. Establishing the winning probabilities for six or
more players is out of our reach at the moment.
Inspecting these probabilities confirms many intuitive ideas about the game, but also lead to sev-
eral surprising observations. The most surprising was that for the game with two players there is a
substantial probability (23%) for the game to end in a draw, where one player is in the prison and the
other is in the well. For all investigated numbers of players the first player has a small but definitive
bias to win the game, which increases when more players join the game. For two players it is less than
2% and for five players it is almost 10%. It is also interesting to observe how the positions of the play-
ers on the board influence the winning probability. For two players we provide 3-D diagrams showing
how these probabilities fluctuate depending on the relative position of the players on the board. From
this one can for instance make the rather counter-intuitive observation that if one of the players ends
in the well, this hardly increases the probability for the other player to win.
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It is of course good fun to determine the winning probabilities for the Game of the Goose, but
there is a more serious side to such an endeavour. Many real life phenomena can be described as
probabilistic games. If we can analyze large games, we can analyze such real life phenomena as well.
There are plenty of fully random games that can serve as useful playground. And if such games have
been elaborated, there are still the games that combine strategy and randomness to be explored.
Acknowledgement. We thank Michiel Hochstenbach for his fruitful remarks, especially, for pointing
out the IDR extension package for Matlab to solve large systems of linear equations.
2 The rules
Before presenting the results we have to determine the precise rules of the Game of the Goose. As it
is a traditional game, it has been described in several sources. Although most ingredients of the game
are the same in all sources, there are some minor differences. Here we fix a version that covers all
interesting ingredients we met, and that is as close as possible to the various sources we considered.
• There are 64 positions, numbered from 0 to 63. All players start on position 0. The first player
that reaches position 63 wins.
• A step of a player consists of throwing two 6-sided dice and by moving forward as many steps
as there are spots shown.
• In case the resulting position is already occupied by another player, the player has to go back to
its original position.
• A player only wins when he lands on position 63 exactly; if the number thrown is higher than
required, the surplus is counted backwards from position 63.
• At positions 5, 9, 14, 18, 23, 27, 32, 36, 41, 45, 50, 54 and 59 there is a goose (see figure 1). If
a player arrives at such a position, he will move the same amount of the roll again in the same
direction. If this is again a position with a goose, this will be repeated.
• If from position 0 the dice show 3 and 6, the resulting position is 53. If from position 0 the
dice show 4 and 5, the resulting position is 26. Note that if this rule would not exist, the player
would jump immediately to the finish via the positions marked with a goose, when throwing 9
spots in the initial position.
• Position 6 is the bridge: a player arriving there will jump to 12.
• Position 19 is the inn: a player who is in the inn will stay there for one extra turn.
• Position 31 is the well: a player in the well will not play until another player arrives in the well.
• Position 42 is the maze: a player arriving there will go back to 30.
• Position 52 is the prison: just as with the well, a player in prison has to postpone participating
in the game until another player ends up in prison releasing the first player.
• Position 58 is the death: a player arriving there has to start anew by going back to 0.
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These rules are applied repeatedly. For instance, if a player is at position 46 and throws 4, he will
move to 50. This is a goose, so he moves to 54. This is again a goose, so he moves to 58. This is
death, so he has to start over by going back to 0. This combination of moves is considered as one
move. If this position 0 is occupied since the turn before the other player came on death, this player
will stay at 46. As another example, consider a player at position 60 throwing double 6, yielding 12 in
total. By counting back he arrives at 54. Since this is a goose, he has to count back 12 more positions,
arriving at 42. Since this is the maze, he goes to 30. Note that there is no upper bound on the number
of allowed moves, but the probability that the game goes on forever equals zero.
If there are two players there are three possible outcomes: either player can win by arriving at
position 63, but the game can also end in a draw if one player is in the prison and the other is in the
well, since then no player is allowed to move. Note that when there are more than two players, one of
the players will win, and there is no possibility for a draw.
Although we carefully described the rules of the game, experience shows that text can always be
interpreted in more than one way. Therefore, we provide a formal description of the game in figure
2 using the process algebraic language mCRL2 [2]. This process algebraic language describes in
essence in which sequences actions that can happen. In this case, the actions are win(p), rest(p) and
throw(p, t1, t2) where p is the player, and t1 and t2 are the number of spots on both dice .
Players are represented by positive numbers (N+). The numbers 1, . . . , N represent the actual
players where N is the number of players. As indicated above, we use the letter p to represent a
player. The functions next and previous provide the next and previous player in a round robin fashion.
The fields on the board are given as natural numbers (N) ranging from 0 (initial state) to number 64.
Field 63 is the winning field. The field with number 64 is used for the inn. A player that arrives in
the inn moves to position 64. When the player is at position 64 he moves to position 19 during his
next turn, which represents waiting for one turn in the inn. The position of the players on the board
is represented by a function position:N+→N that gives for each player its position on the board. The
function initial positions indicates the initial position on the board for each player. It is defined in the
eqn-section as initial positions(p) = 0, i.e., each player starts at position 0.
The process PLAY indicates the sequence in which the actions take place. It has two arguments.
The first argument indicates the player that plays next, and the second argument is a function that for
each player gives its position on the board. The behaviour of PLAY is given at its right hand side by
if-then-else rules, denoted as b→xy indicating that if condition b holds, process x must be executed,
and otherwise y is executed.
The first line, starting with the condition position(previous(p))≈63 says that if the position of the
previous player is 63, this previous player won the game, indicated by the action win(previous(p))
and after that nothing is done, indicated by the deadlock δ.
If this first condition does not hold, the second line applies, which is starting with the condition
position(p)∈{31, 52} ∧ . . .. It says that if the position of the current player p is 31 (the well) or 52
(the prison) and there is no other player in the well or prison (¬occ twice(p, position)) then the player
must wait one turn, by carrying out the action rest(p) and continuing to play the game giving the turn
to the next player and leaving the positions of all players unchanged (PLAY(next(p), position)).
If the second condition also does not hold, the third condition position(p)≈64 can apply. This says
that the player p is waiting in the inn. He automatically moves to position 19. This is denoted using
the function update construction. The expression position[p→19] represents the function position,
except that it maps the argument p to 19.
If none of the three cases above apply, the player p throws two dice. This is represented using the
sum operator
∑
t1,t2:N+(t1≤6∧t2≤6)→ . . . which says that positive values for t1 and t2 are selected
that satisfy the condition. Then the action throw(p, t1, t2) happens representing that player p throws a
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eqn N = 4;
next(p) = if(p≈N, 1, p+1);
previous(p) = if(p≈1, N, p−1);
initial positions(p) = 0;
adapt after 63(n) = if(n>63, 126−n, n);
next position(p, position, t1, t2) =
if(position(p)≈0 ∧ (t1≈4∧t2≈5 ∨ t1≈5∧t2≈4), if(occ twice(p, position[p→53]), 0, 53),
if(position(p)≈0 ∧ (t1≈3∧t2≈6 ∨ t1≈6∧t2≈3), if(occ twice(p, position[p→26]), 0, 26),
next position2(p, position[p→adapt after 63(position(p)+t1+t2)],
if(position(p)+t1+t2>63,−t1−t2, t1+t2), position(p))));
next position2(p, position, throw, old position) =
if(position(p)∈{5, 9, 14, 18, 23, 27, 32, 36, 41, 45, 50, 54, 59},
next position2(p, position[p→adapt after 63(position(p)+t)],
if(position(p)+t>63,−t, t), old position),
if(position(p)≈6, next position2(p, position[p→12], t, old position),
if(position(p)≈19, next position2(p, position[p→64], t, old position),
if(position(p)≈42, next position2(p, position[p→30], t, old position),
if(position(p)≈58, next position2(p, position[p→0], t, old position),
if(position(p)/∈{31, 52}∧occ twice(p, position), old position, position(p)))))));
occ twice(p, position) = occ twice rec(p, position, 1);





proc PLAY(p:N+, position:N+→N) =
(position(previous(p))≈63)→win(previous(p))·δ
(position(p)∈{31, 52} ∧ ¬occ twice(p, position))
→rest(p)·PLAY(next(p), position)
(position(p)≈64)→rest(p)·PLAY(next(p), position[p→19])∑
t1,t2:N+ .(t1≤6 ∧ t2≤6)→throw(p, t1, t2)·
PLAY(next(p), position[p→next position(p, position, t1, t2)]);
init PLAY(1, initial positions);
Figure 2: An MCRL2 description of the Game of the Goose
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die with number t1 and one with number t2. Subsequently, the game continues where the next player
gets a turn, and where the position of the current player is updated using the rather complex function
next position(p, position, t1, t2). This function is defined in the eqn-section and it is explained below.
The function next position(p, position, t1, t2) calculates the next position of player p where he
throws both t1 and t2 spots, given that the current position of the players is given by position. If p is
at the initial position and a 5 and 4, or a 6 and 3 are thrown, player p moves to position 53, resp. 26
unless there is already a player occupying this field. In the latter case, the player stays at position 0.
The expression occ twice(p, position[p→53]) is used to check that if player p moves to position 53,
the position of player p is occupied twice. Note that in the definition of occ twice, there is an extra
check whether position 19 and 64 are both occupied. As both positions represent the inn, this also
counts as a single field having a double occupancy.
If the special initial case described above does not apply in the definition of the function cal-
culating the next position next position(p, position, t1, t2), its behaviour is defined by the auxiliary
function next position2(p, position, throw, old position). It yields the ultimate position of player p on
the board when player p did make an initial move (which is already reflected in position) where the
dice showed the value throw (but this value is negative if p is moving backward) and old position is
the position where p came from. Note that the use of next position2 is tricky, because the player can
have to move backwards when overshooting field 63.
In the definition of next position2 all remaining special rules of the game are dealt with. The
first if deals with the 13 positions where the player can move the same number of moves ahead (or
backwards). The second condition (position(p)≈6) deals with the situation where the player is at
the bridge, and he must move to position 12. The third condition position(p)≈19 represents the
player entering the inn. He is moved to the ‘resting room’ at position 64. The fourth condition
position(p)≈42 indicates that the player is in the maze. He must move to position 30. The fifth
condition position(p)≈58 corresponds to the situation where the player dies. He must restart by
moving to position 0. The last condition applies when no subsequent move of the player is possible.
It is checked whether the move of the player will lead to a double occupancy of fields (except for the
well and the prison at positions 31 and 52 which can have more than one occupant. If there is a double
occupancy the player moves to its old position, and otherwise it moves to the new position.
The mCRL2 tools allow to simulate the game and generate a full state space for the game which
consists of all reachable configurations of players on the board. When interpreting the throw actions
as being able to happen with probability 136 the winning probabilities can be calculated by interpreting
the state space as a discrete Markov chain. If a win or rest action can happen, no other actions are
possible and therefore, one can consider these actions as happening with probability 1.
3 Analysis of a simple game
In this section we introduce an extremely simplified version of to Game of the Goose in order to

































Figure 4: The state space of the simple game
that start at position 0. The first player that reaches position 2 wins the game. Each player throws a
two sided coin with no or one dot, and he will move zero or one positions forward in accordance with
the value thrown. The game is illustrated in figure 3.
The game can be described in mCRL2 as follows:
proc PLAY(p1, p2:N, turn:N+) =
(p1≈2)→win(1)·δ
(p2≈2)→win(2)·δ
((turn≈1)→(∑t:N .(t<2)→throw(1, t)·PLAY(p1+t, p2, 2))
 (∑t:N .(t<2)→throw(2, t)·PLAY(p1, p2+t, 1)));
init PLAY(0, 0, 1);
The state space of the game is depicted in figure 4. The initial state is light grey and has number
0. In the initial state player one either throws zero (throw(1, 0)) or one (throw(1, 1)) which are
represented by arrows leading to respectively state 1 and 2. In states 1 and 2 the second player can
make a move. Figure 4 gives a nice overview how the game can proceed. At states 8 and 9 player 1
wins the game (win(1)) and in state 10 and 11 player 2 wins (win(2)). State 12 is a deadlock state
where the game is finished, corresponding to δ in the mCRL2 description.
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We are now interested in the probability for player 1 to win the game when he is in state i. We
denote this probability by pi. Clearly, p8 = p9 = 1, and p10 = p11 = 0. The probability p12 makes
no sense because in state 12 the game is finished. For all other probabilities pi we can derive a simple
linear equation. The probability to win in state 1 is 12p1 +
1
2p2 because player one has 50% chance
to end up in state 1 and 50% chance to end up in state 2. If we spell out all equations we get the




































2p11 p11 = 0
This set of linear equations is small and therefore easily solved, leading to p0 = 1627≈0.59. In order to
find the probability that player two wins the game we can use the same set of equations, except that
we must take p8 = 0, p9 = 0, p10 = 1 and p10 = 1. This leads to the expected result of 1127 as the
winning probability for player 2. Obviously, the first player has a substantially higher probability of
winning the game.
There are other ways of deriving these winning probabilities. A straightforward way is to simulate
the game sufficiently often, which gives an approximation of probabilities, although for games with
huge state spaces, these probabilities tend to converge slowly.
Another is to derive the linear equations directly from the game, without generating an explicit
state space. We define the probabilities qijk to represent the probability that player 1 wins the game,
provided player i (i∈{1, 2}) has the next turn, player 1 is at position j and player 2 is at position k
(j, k≤2). The probability q100 is equal to 12q200 + 12q210 because player one has equal probability to
stay at position 0 or move to position 1, after which it is player two’s turn. By carefully analysing all
board positions of the game we can derive the following set of equations. Note that some probabilities
are left out, as such probabilities cannot be reached, such as p12k. These probabilities represent
situations where player one can play and has won. Note that the obtained equalities are in this case
exactly those obtained via the state space. For the Game of the Goose the number of equations that




































2q112 q221 = 1 q102 = 0
We used all three ways to establish the winning probabilities. The reason for this is that it is
very hard to not make a mistake in precisely modelling even simple games. By modelling it in three
different ways we could compare the results and increased our confidence that our results are correct.
4 Computations for two players
If we analyse the Game of the Goose for two players, we obtain a set of 4048 or 4078 linear equations
depending on which method is used for generation. We can derive the following results regarding the
winning probabilities for both players.
Probability that player 1 wins the game 0.3936
Probability that player 2 wins the game 0.3799
























































































Figure 5: The exact winning probability for player 1 in a 2 player game
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Figure 6: Visualisations of the winning probabilities of a two player game
Note that there is a substantial 23% probability that one player will end up in prison and the other in
the well, leading to a draw in the game.
For a two player game it is actually possible using Mathematica to obtain the exact solution of the
set of equations. As a curiosity the precise winning probability is given in figure 5 as a quotient of
two natural numbers, which is approximately
0.3936251373937573914028403448768445020070441350696.
This exact solution can be used to check whether exactly the same game has been modelled. Minor
flaws in modelling the game, such as forgetting that a player must rest one turn in the inn, will not
substantially influence the winning probabilities of the players, but it will also not lead to exactly the
same solution as given in figure 5.
It is interesting to figure out how the winning probabilities evolve while a game is progressing.
For a two player game this can be neatly visualised, see figure 6. Here three diagrams are depicted, all
with a view from above and from the side. The upper diagram models the probability that player one
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#equations player 1 player 2 player 3 player 4
two player game 4078 0.39363 0.37999 - -
three player game 279 103 0.34596 0.33290 0.32114 -
four player game 16.4 106 0.26695 0.25471 0.24408 0.23426
five player game 885 106 0.22039 x x x
Table 1: Winning probabilities when there are more than two players
will win the game, when it is his turn to make a move. In particular if player one is alone in the well
or in the prison, he cannot move, and this situation is not part of this diagram. The second diagram
depicts the probability of player one to win the game, when player two is about to move. The third
diagram depicts the probability of ending up in a draw.
If player one moves forward, he moves to the back of the diagram. If player two moves forward,
he moves to the right. There are only 47 positions in the diagram, because all fields where a player
must continue to move forward (i.e., a goose, death, the bridge or the maze) have been removed.
Note that the upper two diagrams have a solid wall at the back. This corresponds to player one
winning the game. Similarly, there is a valley at the right, corresponding with player two winning the
game, which means that the probability of player one to win the game is 0. Observe that the closer
player one is to the finish, the higher is his probability to win, and reversely, the closer player two
is to the finish, the lower is the probability that player one will win. Remarkably, if player two is in
the prison, there is a substantially higher probability for player one to win. But if player two is in the
well, this hardly influences the probability for player one to win. The reason for this can be seen in
the third diagram. If player two is in the well, there is a substantially increased probability that the
game will end in a draw. The two spikes in the third diagram correspond to the situation where the
game is actually in a draw.
There is much more detailed information in these diagrams. For instance that it is not advanta-
geous to be very close to the finish. But we leave the detailed interpretation of these features to the
reader.
5 Winning probabilities for more players
It is also possible to establish the winning probabilities when there are more than two players, but
this is increasingly more difficult as the number of states is growing exponentially, approximately
according to the formula NcN where c≈45 and N the number of players. In table 1 the winning
probabilities are provided. The winning probabilities marked with an ‘x’ can be calculated, but it
is simply too time consuming to do so. The obtained number required a few months of continuous
calculations.
We first solved the sets of linear equations using Mathematica [8]. This could be done exactly
for two players and numerically for three players. For three and four players, using Matlab extended
with the IDR package, we could solve the sets of obtained linear equations [3, 6]. For four players
400Gbyte of memory was required.
But we observed that the generated equations have a rather regular structure. For each variable pi
there is an equation of the shape
pi = ci1pi1 + · · ·+ cikpik
where all cij are positive numbers smaller or equal than 1 and the solutions for all variables are in
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the interval [0, 1]. This linear set of equations can be viewed as a monotonic operator of which the
solution can be obtained using fixed point iteration. Initially, all pi are set to 1. Taking the equations
a assignments, a new value for each pi is repeatedly calculated until a fixed point is reached. This
allowed to find the winning probability for player 1 in a five player game.
As it stands solving the game for six players is currently beyond our capabilities, although it is con-
ceivable that with a concerted effort, capable hardware and dedicated software this can be achieved.
The number of required equations is estimated to be around 50 109.
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